
Roll-in Dock System

Quality Since 1974

EXCEEDING YOUR EXPECTATIONS THROUGH SUPERIOR WORKMANSHIP AND DESIGN
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Adaptable Inside Track System
Allows for simple and strong attachment of dock legs and braces.• 
Set screw posts can be added in any location for additional support.• 
Dock accessories can easily be positioned where you choose.• 

Removable Deck Panels
Makes roll-in sections lighter for installation and removal.• 
Easier to repair if damage occurs.• 
Titan vinyl panels can be secured in place with optional clips.• 

Top Rail is 3 5/8” Tall
Protects the ends of the deck panels from damage.• 
Provides strong structural design for rigorous daily use.• 
Allows Pier Pleasure’s Sectional Dock accessories to be attached to the roll-in frame.• 

Stainless Steel and Brass Fasteners
No corroded fasteners when trying to make adjustments.• 
Maintains a clean appearance.• 

Lifetime Leg Screw Warranty
The nut for the leg screw is made from maintenance-free polyethylene (UHMW).• 
All fasteners used in the dock leg are stainless steel and brass.• 

Quality Workmanship and Design
Pier Pleasure invites you to take a look at our quality workmanship and design. Pier Pleasure goes the extra mile to meet or exceed 
your expectations. Extra effort is given to remove defects and sharp edges and corners. This ensures safety, maintains quality 
standards, and assures your satisfaction. Pier Pleasure’s standards for excellence demand high-quality components, such as non-
corrosive stainless steel bolts, brass nuts, and aluminum construction.

Truss-Style Dock
Gives you the highest strength and • 
lightest weight available.

Open•  design allows large waves to 
flow through the dock section rather 
than pounding against it.

The•  ends of each deck panel are 
covered by the top rail for a clean 
appearance and protection against 
wear.
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32’ Roll-In Dock System shown with 8’ L, 
Corner Section, and Titan Decking.

Telescoping legs are attached to an inner rail and adjust from the dock surface 
making leveling your dock easy. Durable rotomolded wheels provide many years of 
maintenance-free use.

Features and Benefits

hed to an inner rail and adjust from the dock surface

DEPTH* DOCK LEG
24” - 42” SHALLOW DOCK LEG
36” - 60” MEDIUM DOCK LEG
46” - 74” DEEP DOCK LEG

  * Measure from bottom of lake to water surface.



Roll-In Dock Connections

Roll-In Dock Accessories

A) Corner Section: Increase your deck space by adding a 4’ Corner Section. It 
provides a great spot to attach a bench or ladder.

B) Dock Ramp: The perfect approach to your dock, as well as the most cost 
effective way to add length. The shore-end ramp attaches using the Pier Pleasure hinge system. It pivots up and down and easily 
detaches for seasonal storage. Available in 4’ and 8’ lengths.

C) Ladder: The all-aluminum ladder extends high above the dock for enhanced leverage when climbing out of the water. Available 
with 3 or 4 steps.

D) Set-Screw Post: Add additional stability by adding a set-screw post in any location.
E) Vertical Bumper: Protect your boat. The vertical bumpers are sturdy, hold the boat away from the dock and are easy to tie to. 

Available in a 4’ length.
F) Shore-End Dock Hitch: Use your ATV, garden tractor, or any vehicle with a ball hitch to maneuver your Roll-In dock system.

(NOTE: Dual-Stage Hook System may be needed.)

G) Benches: Enjoy the day while resting on your Pier Pleasure bench. The aluminum frame with slanted backrest and plank seating 
provide a comfortable place to relax and enjoy your dock. Backrest and seating available in cedar and tan vinyl.

Additional Accessories (Not Shown):
Bench Canopy• Dock Railing• Horizontal Bumper• 
Canoe Rack• Dock Step• Movable Cleat• 
Corner Protector• Flagpole• 
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Three connection options...
Choose what’s right for you!

Pier Pleasure roll-in dock sections can be connected 
using any of the three connection systems:

Our•  Standard Bolt System allows you to connect 
your dock sections using non-corrosive bolts and 
nuts.

The•  Single-Stage Hook System allows you to 
connect sections into any desired layout without 
tools and provides ease of installation and 
removal of your dock one 8’ or 16’ section at a 
time.

The•  Dual-Stage Hook System gives you the ability 
to maneuver over uneven shorelines and remove 
multiple sections at the same time.

Both Hook Systems let you quickly add or remove 
sections without using fasteners. Disconnected 
sections can be moved independantly to make 
installation and removal easy.

Easily conforms to uneven shorelines.

Single-Stage Hook System

Patent Pending

Dual-Stage Hook System

Standard Bolt System

Easily connects sections.



Talk to an Authorized Pier Pleasure Sales Representative 
about what Pier Pleasure can do for you.

Talk to an Authorized Pier Pleasure Sales Representative

Q uality is never an accident. It represents the wise choice of many alternatives.

1270 North River Drive • Mankato, MN 56001
Phone: (507) 625-2546 • 1-800-658-7010 • FAX: (507) 388-6348

info@pierpleasure.com • www.pierpleasure.com

Please call or go to our website for the dealer nearest you.

NOTICE: All visual representations, dimensions, and specifications contained
in this literature are based on the latest product information available at time 
of publication approval. The right is reserved to make changes in materials, 
equipment, design, specifications, and models; and to discontinue models.

GUARANTEE: If you are not satisfied with your purchase within 30 days from 
delivery, we will replace the product with another of equal value or refund 
your money.

PIER PLEASURE has been manufacturing quality marine products since 1974.
Visit www.PierPleasure.com to view our full line of aluminum boat lifts, sectional 
dock systems, and accessories.
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FPopular Dock Formations

National Marine Manufacturers Association
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WARRANTIES
ALUMINUM STRUCTURE 15 YEARS
WELD INTEGRITY 15 YEARS
LEG ADJUSTMENT MECHANISM LIFETIME
TITAN DECK PANEL 7 YEARS

A copy of Pier Pleasure’s warranty is available upon request.

Cedar Surface Panels
Western Red Cedar is used to maintain the quality and durability 
that customers have come to expect from Pier Pleasure. The 
removable panels are made using 5/4” x 6” planks.

Enjoy the natural look of wood while having all the advantages 
of maintenance free aluminum frame construction and Pier 
Pleasure features.

Titan Surface Panels
Titan Deck was engineered so your dock will be the last 
thing on your mind. We know you would rather be having 
fun with your dock than working on your dock.

Titan Deck is made out of polypropylene, a sturdy plastic, 
that will take everything you and Mother Nature can 
throw at it. It comes standard with aluminum stiffeners for 
extra reinforcement.

All Titan Deck products come with UV protection which 
will prevent significant fading. Titan Deck will also handle 
any wild Midwest weather changes and is backed with a 
7 year limited warranty.

Roll-In Dock Surfaces


